
Making Sound  

Reinforcement  
Great Again



Let's Review EQ: Subtractive vs. Additive / Parametric vs. 

Graphic 

Gain Structure: leave overhead (watch for 

clipping!) 

High Pass/Low Pass Filter 

Gate: Think about what you don't want to 

capture 

Compression: dynamic control for louder 

phrases 

Effects: Reverb, Delay, Panning, etc. 

Stereo vs Mono 



Gain Structure
Leave headroom for mid-
performance adjustments
Try to set faders at unity (0)
Keep in mind most faders are
exponential
Pre-amp knob is NOT a volume
knob



What is this EQ 
you speak of?

EQ = Equalizing - balance 

the frequencies out

Getting rid of frequencies 

you DON'T want 

Focus on enhancing the 

sound of ensemble and 

not the single microphone

Frequency, gain, Q, 

db/octave



High 
Pass/Low 
Pass Filters

Cymbals

Instrument Noises

Lower/Upper end of instrument

Remember Hi-Pass means the high signal 

passes through (cuts the low) and vice versa

What do you NOT want to hear?



What does Dynamics mean in audio 

(i.e. Gates and compressors) 

and when to use them...



I Like Gates,    
 You Should Too...

Prevents sound from passing through 
channel when below threshold

 
Cleans up field/floor noise

 
Also prevents mallet fiddling from being 
picked up

 
Continues on idea of only amplifying the 
sounds you want to hear



Using Compression to 

Help With Balance
Compressors are similar to gates in that they also have adjustable thresholds, attack, ratio, hold, 
release, input gain, and output gain. 
The difference is that when signal hits the threshold it begins to prevent how much signal flows
through the channel.
I.E. Vibraphones carry much better than a marimba would. Playing very loudly on a vibraphone
does not need as much reinforcement as a marimba would need however playing at softer volumes
or with a vibraphone dampened it needs more reinforcement than the marimba.



Monitors
How to REALLY use them!

In ear vs. external 

External monitor volume

 

Specific mixes: 

Cues for performers on the 

floor 

Timing from drumset or 

other performer for the 

ensemble 

 



As cute as these slides are, can 

we see an example? 

But, of course!



Mainstage
A brief tutorial... 
 
 

multiple inputs 
multiple patches 
creating your own sample pads 
adding layers 
velocity settings 



EXS24

EXS24 is a fully fledged virtual sampler that allows you to not only 

load and play extensive libraries of sounds, but to also edit them and 

use them as starting points for further sonic manipulation. All the 

controllers and modifiers you would expect to find on an advanced 

synthesizer are included here and they're all available from the Editor 

view of the plug-in window, with the added benefit of a very flexible 

modulation matrix allowing for all sorts of control signal source 

routing to various parameters. 

Demographics



Show Day 
Checklist

Time your setup/teardown! Remember 9, 10,11 

"Listen" to the performance venue. Remember, it 

will sound different with butts in seats!

NO ROLLED CABLES ON COLD TRUCK!

Check the charge on your UPS (you ARE using a 

UPS, right?!)



DO NOT PANIC!
Be sure to check that you have signal while on deck.  

This can be done by looking at meters without making any noise at all. 
The mixer, mainstage, synths, and wireless (if you have it) should all be running on desk. 

 



For more information please visit the 

SubCat website and join the Marching 

Arts Audio Discussion on Facebook

Facebook - Marching Arts Audio Discussion 
 
subcat.net/marchingarts

https://www.subcat.net/marchingarts


Please don't hesitate to contact us if 
you have any questions

seancombes@me.com 
 
tj@subcat.net

https://www.subcat.net/marchingarts

